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Why Use Anything Else?

AO24, AO27

M.C.O.T. Handle Opener / Pull Tools

The AO24 M.C.O.T. - Handle Opener
Tool is a modified version of the original
M.C.O.T. Multi Car Opening Tool.
This tool is designed to access and manipulate closed pull handles on vehicles
that have stiff handle springs, which
require a higher pull strength than any
other M.C.O.T. may be able to provide.
The AO27 M.C.O.T. - Handle Pull Tool
is a modified version of the original
M.C.O.T. Multi Car Opening Tool. This
tool is designed to access and manipulate pull handles on vehicles that have
stiffer handle springs than most, which
require more pull strength that the original M.C.O.T. may be able to provide.
To use the AO24 or AO27, gently wedge
the weatherstipping away from the
window glass creating a gap for insertion of the tool (See photo 1). Insert
the AO24 or AO27 into the door cavity
and rotate it beneath the bottom edge of
the window glass. Lift the tool until the
bridge contacts the inside weatherstripping. Deflate the wedge, releasing the
pressure between the weatherstripping
and the window glass, easing entry of
the tool (An AO33 Separator Tool may
also be used for applications with very
tight inside weatherstripping). Continue
to lift the tool, working the rounded
bridge past the weatherstripping until
the tip of the tool is inside the passenger
compartment.
Once the tip of the tool is inside the
vehicle, maneuver the tip of the tool
behind the pull handle for the AO24
(Photo 2) or over the pull handle for the
AO27 (Photo 3).
Push down on the tool to bind the
handle. Rotate the tool to lever the
handle to unlock the door.

GENERAL APPLICATIONS : This tool works on vehicles equipped with stiff pull handles found on some: BMW,
MERCEDES, LAND ROVER and various other models.
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